TRICO’s HD wiper line

Wiper Blades:

61 Series
- Designed for flat windshields
- Typically found on heavy duty trucks, school buses, step vans and RVs
- Thirteen part numbers
- Available in lengths from 10” to 22”

63 Series
- Designed for curved or flat windshields
- Five bar blades
- Seven part numbers
- Available in lengths from 12” to 20”

66 Series
- Winter blade
- Manufactured with a tough rubber boot that encloses a heavy duty constructed metal superstructure
- Four part numbers
- Available in lengths from 13” to 20”

67 Series
- Designed for three arm styles – Wide Saddle, which is found on transit buses and older Class A RVs, 12x4 Hook, which is found on newer Class A RVs and 16x6 Hook, which is found on transit buses
- Ten part numbers
- Available in lengths from 22” to 40”

68 Series
- Features an aerodynamic vented superstructure
- Utilized as the OE blade on Class A RVs and some heavy duty trucks
- Three part numbers
- Available in lengths of 24”, 26” and 28”

Wiper Refills:

70 Series
- Fits Anco 50, 52 and 57 Series blades
- Features a natural rubber wiping element for superior performance
- Three part numbers
- Available in lengths of 16”, 18” and 20”

71 Series
- Fits TRICO 63 and 67 Series blades
- Type A refills feature a steel bridge spine
- Style B refills feature steel twin rails
- Eight part numbers
- Available in lengths from 14” to 28”

Wiper Arms:

74 Series
- OE replacement for heavy duty trucks and Class A RVs
- Twenty-one part numbers
- Available in Tubular, Pantograph and Hook styles

For more information, contact your TRICO representative at 1-800-388-7426 or visit tricoproducts.com/HD.
Protect drivers and their cargo with HD wipers you can trust

For over 100 years, TRICO has been the wiper brand to offer superior wiper products that drivers, owner operators and fleets can depend on for OE quality and unsurpassed driving visibility.

TRICO heavy duty wiper blades are designed to perform in the toughest environments and help protect precious cargo – whether products or people – while out on the road.

TRICO’s full line of HD wiper blades, refills and arms are ideal for virtually all of your heavy duty truck, bus and recreational vehicle needs. Our blades fit both curved and flat windshields, new and older models and come in a variety of lengths and arm styles.

Durable metal construction

Heavy duty natural rubber wiping element

Quick and easy installation

Available in a variety of styles

Blades available in lengths from 10” to 40”

Trucks
There are over 8 million heavy and medium duty trucks on the road today.

Buses
Transit and especially school buses stress safe driving vision and are required to change blades on a regular preventive maintenance schedule.

RVs
Well over 650,000 Class A RVs are currently registered, transporting families around the country.